
Week 6  - Around the Grounds

Year 12 

Year 12's are on the final Countdown! 

A huge term for our year 12's as they embark to finish their

school journeys - an exciting but stressful time. 

 This term started with the delivery of their Senior jerseys just

in time for the Winter chill. Now through the school grounds

is a 'sea' of senior jerseys moving to and from and a symbol of

being a leader in our school community. 

The talk of year 12 is the formal, formal and formal. The highly

anticipated event is in Week 8 being held at the Victoria Park

Golf club. It is the talk of year 12 of what are you wearing,

who are you going with and of course - music playlist

selection. A massive thanks to Mrs Schafer and Mrs Carrara for

their work behind the scenes. So much time and effort has

gone into this event and we know it will be a fantastic night to

celebrate with family, friends and schooling community. 

PSC across term 3 has seen a mixture for Year 12. Each Yr 12

student is sitting down completing a QTAC interview with the

Guidance Officers about their plans post schooling whether

that is TAFE, University, Work, apprenticeships or

traineeships. This has been accompanied by students

completing FSK (Foundation Skills) which is a course to

support students with additional literacy and numeracy

training. As this has been led Miss Masselos and Ms Trapp in

the auditorium, other students have been completing External

exam preparation with their PSC (Pastoral Care) teachers.

This is in preparation for external exams in term 4 to best

prepare all of our year 12's for success. 
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Lastly, pictures above depict  - George - one of our community leaders famous handball

competition. Run first break each week, it has been a great success always drawing a crowd

with lots of laughs and sometimes some handball being played. A small activity that has

brought a lot of life and laughter to the year 12 area. Well done George! 
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CPR 4 LIFE 
All year 12 students before the end of

the schooling year have been

involved in CPR for Life training. CPR

for Life in schools is the CPR skills

training program for state schools

supported by the Queensland

Department of Education and Training

(DET). 

CPR for Life in schools is designed to

be a one and a half hour training

workshop and teaching resource that

aims to build awareness and develop

basic (non-certificate) CPR skills.

CPR for Life in schools follows

Australian Resuscitation Council (ARC)

guidelines and provides the necessary

skills training without formal

qualifications. This training was

undertaken during period 4 sport time

and BIG thanks to Mr Baker, Ms

Whittington and Mrs Harnischfeger for

their assistance n delivery this course

and their expertise to the students. 

Upcoming

Wellbeing

Events Wk 7  
A busy week in Week 7 with students being

invovled in "Cav Day" - a day to raise money for

QLD Cancer council but also a day to celebrate

the great school Cav is. Directly followed by

Wear it purple day - a day to raise awareness

and to foster supportive, safe, empowering and

inclusive environments for rainbow young

people. 

All events are led by the student council and

year 12 student leaders. 


